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Summary
Business Benefits Group, a Northern Virginia EPO insurance agency, recently released a blog educating readers on how EPO

insurance works. The new article explains the details surrounding EPO insurance plans and also highlights the differences from PPO

insurance plans.

Message
Fairfax, Virginia (prsafe ) January 13, 2021 - Business Benefits Group recently released a new educational resource that explains 

how EPO health insurance plans work while also highlighting some of the exceptions. The new article is guided by the Northern

Virginia benefits consulting experts at BBG who have the knowledge and experience necessary to help clients understand the

sometimes complex process of EPO insurance. They hope this new article will help business owners have a better understanding of

what EPO insurance is and the details surrounding coverage.

BBG offers readers valuable information regarding EPO health insurance plans and how it works. In the article, they highlight some

important points including how there is no primary physician required, how visits to specialists don't need referrals, how there is no

claim filing necessary, how there is a lower cost for sharing requirements compared to PPO plans, and more. They also explain some

important exceptions to the insurance coverage that can help business owners understand the details of how these plans work.

While this new article focuses on explaining how EPO insurance plans work, BBG's website offers more information regarding their

experience, mission, team, as well as a full list of service offerings. BBG offers comprehensive benefits plans that focus on strategy

and efficiency. They offer solutions for businesses that include benefits consulting, business insurance, succession planning, as well

as HR, compliance, and technology. Their team of professional consultants are experts in their craft. They understand how to help

organizations grow while maintaining stability and longevity.

With the addition of this new article, BBG hopes that readers will have a deeper understanding of how EPO health insurance plans

work and the benefits that come along with this type of plan for your business. For more information, contact BBG today at

844-201-3612 or visit their website at https://www.bbgbroker.com/. Their offices are located at 4069 Chain Bridge Rd in Fairfax,

VA 22030.
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